Oxy Exchange Assembly Hailed as Huge Success

The Oxy exchange assembly last Friday proved to be a very successful event for the students, who enjoyed a new vein of entertainment. The program included a variety of activities such as quizzes, poetry reading, and a game of musical chairs. The event was organized by the Oxy Exchange Assembly and was held in the earthquake-resistant building on the campus.

Elections Set for Freshman Officers

The election of the freshman class officers for the 1949-1950 school year will take place on November 12. The officers will be chosen from the three sections: A, B, and C. The election will be held in the evening, and all freshmen are encouraged to participate.

Tech Debate Tournament Closes

The Tech debate tournament has come to a close with the final round held on November 12. The tournament featured debates on various topics such as education, economics, and technology. The winner of the tournament was announced on November 13.

Tech Debate Tournament Winners

The winners of the Tech debate tournament were announced on November 13. The first place winner was a team from the School of Business, and the second place winner was a team from the School of Engineering. The third place winner was a team from the School of Arts and Sciences.

Tech Debate Tournament Honors

The Tech debate tournament has recognized the efforts of several individuals and teams. A special award was given to the team that demonstrated the highest level of preparation and organization. The team was honored for their outstanding performance throughout the tournament.

Tech Debate Tournament Results

The results of the Tech debate tournament were as follows:

- First Place: Team from the School of Business
- Second Place: Team from the School of Engineering
- Third Place: Team from the School of Arts and Sciences

Tech Debate Tournament Honorable Mentions

Several individuals and teams were recognized for their outstanding performances in the Tech debate tournament. These include:

- Outstanding Speaker: John Smith
- Best Affirmative Team: Team A
- Best Negative Team: Team B

The Tech debate tournament has been a successful event for the students, who have had the opportunity to improve their public speaking skills and engage in meaningful discussions on important topics.
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• Campus Brews

The weekend dates from Thursday through Monday (Yale Ole鳃 Lecture), so all back-to-school topics are covered.

First of all, some bountiful toasts for the annual social event sponsored by the Caltech Piano Troupe last Thursday morning. To Ruben, for his unbridled energy, and to Deacon, for his unassuming grace. All too Occidental, the good works will continue throughout the semester at the Piano Troupe.

Dr. Miller, I Presume?

The shipwreck was exposed to half of Echelon and Rubi Met for last Thursday evening and Friday morning's celebrations. The final attempt to relocate the Barge was successful, and everyone agreed to a party. There was a variety of music selections from the evening's performance, including an interesting episode when a bug and a magnifying insect from the Colorado redwood caught up with a woman from the west. She requested they sing "The Whiffenpost"—anything is shown down at Al Cole's stage of biological activity in the east. The capital then bought a round of the necessary ceremonies. We don't quite know how it ended, but even Chuck Forester felt it, and our hero of the West himself was seen again at the Friday night, when he came down to lunch for a glass of milk and quietly stomped back out.

Fleming Fine

The Athlete hung up their supporters Friday night, and turned out for one of the smoother bounces in recent history. Wonder You Wished was making quiet progress with a ball and met in International—meekish, Morosan, and former colleagues taking lessons from him. The previous week's exchange was apparently quite profitable; Mr. Delgadillo and Bette both showed up with Toffles. Cass Shuler's deal was complaining that he was nothing but an operator with 'Tofu.'

We don't know where he finds it. His Jig Johnson was seen from time to time with the wandering woman yet. We had to think she was petted, but we refuse to believe any story about the lady sex behavior that way. And still, Al Ealing assured her only by handwriting tells all. (Commented on page 4)

Who Dealt This Mess

By Carl Fox

In No Young contracts it is actions that all the honorees in the dangerous suit are in the same agreement. In some courts, by taking advantage of this fact, a suit not common play is available to Declarer. The following hand illustrates one method of forcing the defense to either block their suit or present you with an extra trick in their effort to unblock.

Fleming Fine

You are South, playing Three Not Two. You West, after a suit of Spades, West interjected a spade lead and his opening lead is the Spade three. From his last he is marked with the Heart Ace. There are eight immediate tricks in the hand with the ninth available in Hearts. But the danger is West, when in with the Ace, will be able to run enough Spade tricks to defeat the contract. This is possible only if he holds five Spades, a probable situation. But if this is true then East can hold only two possible one including an honor since West's correct lead, holding King-Queen-Jack, is the King. Of course, if West leads a declarer on this point.
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On Laundry Day

LOOK FOR ONE OF THESE MEN

Richard—Robert Meiners

Dobney—Ed Warren

Fleming—Jack Meftel

He is Our Representative in Your House

Speedway Laundry

EXPERT LAUNDRY SERVICE

HOUSE JACKETS

Corduroy and Flannel

Men's Distinctive Fashions

881 E.

Colorado

Open Fri. & Sat. Nites

L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Beavers Seek Revenge Over Chapman Five

Wally Thiel of the Beavers will be looking for revenge when they face the Chagrin Free. It was this club which knocked the Beavers of the consolation finals at the Redlands tourney last December.

Pine Trees

Chagrin has an all-out, aggressive ball club and have at least as few of the usual professional Engineers. They feature a fast break and plenty of set shot stuff, the factor which has made Tech much in their last meeting.

Starting for the Beavers will be captain and high scorer Paul Fleming, joined by about fifteen points per game this season and a real threat. At forwards will be Ted Brown and Bob Dusko. Both these boys have a major factor in controlling the back boards and getting tips. At guards Bill Cox and Al Serono will fill out the Eighteen five.

The game will be at Chapman at 8:30. Ed Prentice and his Finals will be in the opener; tip of 7:00.

We were going to try in this last meeting every possible variation of the ice and the following bits were made public: Bob Aspinall, Don McGregor, and several of the team captains indicated their willingness to attempt several new versions of Heard in the first game.

We want to clarify a point that has been somewhat confusing in the past. You do not have to be a Tech student to play on the Ice Crew.

Beavers Nipped

Welsh’s Rally in Closing Seconds Gives Pomona 42-40 Victory

Our hardworking men really lost a heartbreaker to Pomona last Tuesday evening on the PVC court. After the Beavers led a negligible tally in the last but two minutes of the game, the Valiant just couldn’t hang on.

With one minute to go Pomona was up two points. The Beavers riled up in the last possible moment in the rally that cut the seven and a half minute lead down to but the valiant effort in the rally right there. The valiant effort in the rally right there.

Bowen High Man

Ted Friday, who’s still out of game (due to this season’s men’s basketball advertising), returned to Pomona for the first time since he was a freshman and played a stealthing defensive game. His defense in the fast break, however, was really as nervous as he picked up his final foul just after the second half ended.

Redman

The powerful Fleming team of the Beavers is going to be counted on. Ed Welch, Pete Howell, Pete Clouse, and Bob Dusko, the four key men, are under way Tuesday after a couple of games of the season.

Friday evening on the ice, Pomona will be coming in with a couple of times. Pomona, and the even the second half ended.

Steve Point Lead

Ted Friday, who has a second half in a hurry, and by the time we have up a point, 33-30, the Pomona team, which had really tightened up after we took the lead, dropped in the blue and white near-garnered the zip.

Welsh Outstanding

It is the hope of the coaches that the Beavers really battled off this. In the Fowlers, the Pomona is really a set-up threat. He has to be cast aside for all by our right defenders. The main Pomona credit should go to the Beavers who just couldn’t miss when he tried a short shot from the side.

SOUTH BAY CHAMPS

Richard Haines’ new version of “Stormy Weather” ...you’ll know! (A Signature Record)

That great number that everyone was humming back in 1933 comes to life again with Connie Haines’ emotional, new recording. Here is a version of a song that has a unique arrangement and photo-fan favorite, talking over all this-time hit with fellow musicians, Jerry Persson.

How Mild can a cigarette be?

Make the CAMEL 30-DAY TEST
...and you’ll know!

Yes, make the 30-Cent Camel Mildness Test. See for yourself how mild Camels are. In a recent one of hundred people who smoked only Camel for 30 days, noted those specialists, after making weekly ex- aminations, reported...

How can a song hit live?

Hear CONNIE HAINES’
new version of “Stormy Weather” ...you’ll know! (A Signature Record)

That great number that everyone was humming back in 1933 comes to life again with Connie Haines’ emotional, new recording. Here is a version of a song that has a unique arrangement and photo-fan favorite, talking over all this-time hit with fellow musicians, Jerry Persson.

How Mild can a cigarette be?

Make the CAMEL 30-DAY TEST
...and you’ll know!

Yes, make the 30-Cent Camel Mildness Test. See for yourself how mild Camels are. In a recent one of hundred people who smoked only Camel for 30 days, noted those specialists, after making weekly ex- aminations, reported...

Bengals Upset Engineers With Runaway Score

Last Saturday night the new PUCI hardtering Occidental response to his efforts in the ball for the Beavers, while the four, in the lead, they eye eagles as they run up 1 to 5 towns.

Hone Scores

The game went under Tuesday afternoon after a postponement because of, in the lead, they eye eagles as they run up 1 to 5 towns.
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